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요 약

균일계수 산화환원 적정에 있어서의 전위의 적정푼율에 따른 변화를 나타내는 정확한 방정식을 얻었다.이 방정 

식은 적정곡선이 시약의 농도에 무관계함을 알려준다. 또한 전위차적정범위 종말점의 예민도는 반건지의 기준전 

위의 차는 물론, 각 반반응에 관여하는 전자수에 따라 심한 영향을 받음을 알려준다. 적정곡선의 변곡점이 당 

량점과 일치하지 않음을 증명하였다. 또한 적정단계에 따른 반응의 완결도를 평형상수식을 토대로 하여 해석하 

였다. 이 결과는 산화환원 이외의 평형에도 적용된다.

Abstract

An exact expression of the titration fraction as a function of the potential is derived for the cases where 
the coefficients of the both half reactions involved in the titration are homogeneous. It shows that the potential 
is independent of the concentration of the reagents not only at the equivalence point but also at all titration 
fractions. The sharpness of the end point detection by potentiometric method is shown to depend not only on 
the difference of the normal potentials involved but also strongly on the number of electrons transferred in 
each half reaction. The inflexion point of the potentiometric titration curve is shown to be slightly o任 from the 
equivalence point, including the cases where the number of electrons involved are equal. Completeness of the- 
reaction in the course of titration is analyzed, too, mostly in terms of equilibrium constant, thus most of the 
results are applicable to any type of equilibrium in a single phase with particular relatiohnsip of coefficients 
of chemical equation.

Introduction

It has been shown that the equivalence-point pote
ntial of the oxidation-reduction titration is independent 
of the concentration of the reagents only when the 
half reactions involved are homogeneous in coefficie- 

Recently, a scheme of the numerical compu
tations of the titration curve has been developed^，，）.

The present work is concerned with derivation of 
an exact equation of potentiometric titration curve and 
the analysis of the quantitativeness of titration reaction 
for the cases where only the homogeneous half rear
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tion equations are involved. Furhtermore, some pra
ctical situations are analyzed on the basis of the 
derived results.

Titration Curve Equation

exp〔攸、
_ 1 + exp•祝)〕 I

Substitution of Eq. (13) into Eq. (9), followed by 
solving for © results in

©=a〔l + exp%p(E—E；)〕 

and
(14)

Let the reductant titrand system, of formal potential 
£°lt be represented by Eq. (1), and the oxidant 
titrant system, of formal potential E°2f be represen
ted by Eq. (2)：

Oxj + nve 二 Red：; E? (1)
Ox2 + n2e 二 Red2 ； El (2)

When Vo ml of Co molar solution of Redj is titrated 
with C molar solution o£ Ox2 up to V ml addition, 
the equilibrium concentrations of the chemical species 
involved in the titration reaction are given by

[Red] =CM(l-a)/(卩 + K)
〔0对=双〃(卩+卩。) 

rr) _ j > C|) VqCI X
〔Re&〕--了#广亍

expms(E—」研)+exp(小+ 九2)9(E—E")9-------------------------------------------------------1 十 exp7z】9(E—E；)
(15)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)g=--- v+K
respectively, where a designates the fraction of Red】 

converted to Ox^ and x and y are the coefficients in 
the titration reaction

±Oxz + yRedi ?=i xRed2 + 
Thus xn2~yni holds.

Since the potential of the two systems will have the 
same value when the reaction has reached equilibrium, 
at any selected point in the titration, 
expressions can be written as

E=E"+(l/7"))lna/(l—a)
E=E% + (l/?Z29)ln(。一a)/a 

where。designates the titration fraction
。=(6勺)/(GVG=(C 仇 2)/(a K此 

and 0 is an abbreviation
(p = F/RT

Multiplication of Eq. (8) by and of 
by “2, followed by addition gives a general equation 
for the potential of the solution at any given titration 
fraction:

E= 色竺土끄通+ 一슨—丄 ln(D/(l—a)
Ki + n, (p 、* 시、 'Kj + Wz

the

(7)

Nernst

(8)
(9)

(10)

(11)

Eq. (9)

(12)
Evidently, at the equivalence point, 护=],the pote
ntial is given by the first term of Eq. (12), and it 
is independent of the concentration of the reagents. 
Solving for a, Eq. (8) gives

respectively, where

E„= a.
«i + n2

Eq. (15) is a titration curve equation, and it shows 
that the potential is independent of the concentration 
of the reagents not only at the equivalence point but 
throughout the titration. The titration error at a given 
potential can be derived from Eq. (15) as 

exp(”i +히 2)W(E—Eg) 一 1
" 1 + ex邱丄甲(E—四)

Eq. (17) provides valuable criterion in planning the 
potentiometric titration up to a preassigned potential, 
since 1 at a given value of E designates the 
titration error. Changing variable by

E = E©q + E (18)
converts Eq. (17) into a convenient form for practical

(17)

use:
冉 exp(?h+??2)依 I
夕 _ IH-Aexpn^e

where

4=exp 也?
ni +n2

It is interesting to note that, when E=E%

£=—n2J£0/(M14-w2),
^=1/a(14-exp(—

and when E=E02> e=?z寥2』Eo/(m + i2),
1 \

平厶Eg z】Eq=I说一 Ei

(19)

(20)

(21)

S-2 (1+ 1 + exp?时』E)丿 

Thus, the errors in assuming that E=E\ 
and E = E°2 at §=2 are determined by the magnitudes 
of WiJ£o and n2JjE0, respectively. It should be rem
embered that Eqs. (8), (9), and hence (15) and (17) 
are not applicable, when © is close to zero, because 
pure solutions of the reagents cannot be obtained due 
to the redox properties of water. Furthermore, the 
titration error at a preassigned value of potential is 
determined by the magnitude A which depends stron
gly on both dEq smd nx and n2. (see Eq. (20) and 
Fig. 1 ).

Although it is difficult to express the potential as

(22)

at § =
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a function of © in a simple form, Eqs. (15) and (19) 
can be used in analyzing various features of the titra
tion curve. A family of potential-titration fraction 
curves can be obtained by calculating。for a set of

Fortunately, the curves are independent of the 
concentration of the reagents involved but dependent 
only on #2 and Eq.

Quantitativeness of Reaction

The quantitativeness of the reaction can be expre-
ssed either by

Cr = S—a (23)
or by

CrZ = 1—a (24)
for the Redi, and 

for the Oxj.
9

(25)

In view of the Eqs. (13) and (15), those relative 
reaction deficiencies can be written as the functions 
of et

1r =_______________
r 1 + Aexp(—心 qe) (26)

r，= expSf) 3八
T l+Aexp?础汚 ')

and

'l 1+_Aexp(-如 I捲) (28)

Eq. (28) is particularly useful in determining the 
required titration fraction to give a perceptible color 
of the titrant, such as permanganate in the permang- 
anometry, when used in conjunction with Eq. (19). 
Thus, if A is sufficiently large, which will be the 
case in practical titrations, Eq. (28) may be approxi
mated by

Cl의모꿋끄J (28，)

for smaller values of e; i. e., in the vicinity of the 
equivalence point. The region where Eq. (28') applies 
can not be seen in a straightforward way. However, 
noting that 

expn2(p£=A 
expM^e=Ani/n-2 (29)

when 瓦g, and cosidering the subsequent
discussion of the rate of variation of the potential 
with titration fraction, such region is considered to 
be confined to the extreme vicinity of the equivalence 
point. Assuming that the perceptible concentration of 
Ox2 is in such region, the titration error in the visual 
notion of its color can be estimated by rewriting Eq. 
(19) as

由 刀("1+丸2)/成2(C/。')(如+從)/從一1聞、
1+厶(如 + 7如)/推2(。/。')3 ' 

where c and c designate the minimum perceptible 
concentration of Ox2 and the concentration of the 
titrant corrected for the volume factor at the equiv
alence-point, respectively.

As an illustrative example, the titration errors 
computed for the titration of ferrous iron with perm
anganate from Eq. (30) taking c=lx 10~6M are x/2x 
I。-' and l/2x 10-3 for the concentrations of the per
manganate used 0. IN and 0.01N, respectively. The 
error caused in subtracting the blank value at a given 
tittation is represented by

©—秘:。一］•=

』4 + exp心理

In particular, at the equivalence point, it is equal 
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to 1/(1+ 4), which can also be seen by computing 
the reaction deficiency for ©=1；

Sq —【2/ = fq == 。幻

Eqs. (26), (27), and (28) are not related to the titr
ation fraction directly but only through the potential. 
Consequently, they can serve as working equations 
only if the relationship between e and。has been 
tabulated.

Approximate expressions for the relative reaction 
deficiencies in terms of the titration fraction can be 
obtained from the equilibrium constant expression 

gnt + n2 (33)exp(m 加边E。)= 砂,(1_沂

Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (33) results in
@귾2需跡*p(—”泊耳) (34)Cr =

When A is sufficiently large, unless extremely small 
values of 1 is of interest, f is normally very large 
so that Eq. (38‘)can be approximated by 

EdMJT%)/% (39)
which allows estimation of C for a given value of 令 

by using Eq. (37). Similar method can be used in 
approximating J' in the region where 攻

In particular, when ^=1, Cr = (^—1) = 1/(,A2 /〈키+*)) 

and J' = l 一©=1/瓦"2/&】+两)・

The value of f being estimated, the corresponding 
value of e can be obtained by the following equation 
derived from Eq. (12):

e = 土 一｛—牛加(_广+1)
«1 + «2 <P

(+ for 6〉\ and — for(40) 
The rate of variation of th relative reaction deficie

and

J' = 件근•详骸：%尸 exp(-"E。) (35)
It is obvious that 时,，and

ncies with the titration fraction can be estimated by

when。〉1,。= 1, andrespectively * Therefore,
Eqs. (34) and (35) can be approximated by

]_________
(0-1)而/從. A퍼壬뻐

for ©〉1 (34')

and
履节二茶斋咨*E for。〉1(35，)

respectively, as long as 0一 is satisfied. In
particular, when E=E\ (©느%)

= 2 A어 if)万 i~

and when E—E°2 (。느2)

S* ~ ~A<-ni+n2)/n2
The approximate values of Cr for ©>1 and C/ for 
花>1 are conveniently evaluated by means of the foll
owing equation derived from Eqs. (23) and (24)：

J=』一f (36)
In the vicinity of the equivalence point, where het 
approximate equations do not apply, Eqs. (34) and 
(35) can be used for approximation. Thus, changing 
variable by

0-11=六 (37)
Eq. (34), for example, becomes

(■f+1)”,/(，”+*) ：r=(l-Cr)M (38)

0\/+iyvv. J f”。〉］⑶，)

the following equation derived from Eq.
dj =
d0 我+ 一1 + 0 

and
妃了 Si + 〃2—払(。—
驛—如 G十%(1—。十0。

Eqs. (23) and (24) give an usefull 
between the two derivatives:

dj 妃_
1

Changing the reaction deficiencies in the 
sides of Eqs. (40) and (41) results in

门2。'+仇©(1一© + ]；「)
and

(33):

(41)

(42)

relationship

(43) 

right-hand

(410

(©—l + +
由衣:r十% (。一1 + 0 

respectively. In particular, when ©=1, 
也—__ 而 

d© i 7幻+ "2 
and

dj _____ I y
奶—外+遂2 払+力2

It is obvious that 匚(VK的 when。〉1 
when。〈丄 Therefore, each of Eqs.

(42')

(1— (41”)

(42”)

and W? 
(41), (42),

(41‘)，and (42') can be used for an approximation in
the region removed from the equivalence point. Those
will provide useful criteria in photometric and ampe
rometric determination of end point when incorporated 
with the volume factor. It should be noted that Eqs.
(32) —(41”) have nothing to do with 나ie Nernst 
expression but the equilibrium constant expression, and
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hence they are applicable to any kind of equilibrium 
in a single phase. It may be pointed out that the 

relative rate of variation -i- * would be more 
C dp

useful for some practical work.

Potentiostatic Buffer Index and Sharpness 
Index of Titration

It is most convenient mathematically to define the 
measure of the potentiostatic buffer capacity, the 
buffer index to be a derivative

8=_些 a오 
P dE - de

Differentiating Eq. (19) with respective to e gives for 
the index

3=
S〔S+”2)exp?we+&Z2expS+?i2)se+色& exp 心

(44)

(1+Aexp%i”)i
(45)

The sharpness index y defined as the magnitude of slope 
of the tittation curve is the inverse of 0:

屮드

(l+/lexp 财砂
<P〔S-j“?2)exp?Z2se+q?72expS+?：2)<peT-mA〕expra^s 

(46) 
which is independent of concentration, since £ depends 
on © only (see Eq. (19)).

At the equivalence point, the sharpness index is 
given by

(47)_ 1+A
지M _ (%+彻)s

Therefore, it is necessary to have A greater than 
0h+如) x 103 in order to have 4© less than 10세 for 
about lOOmvJe.

The sharpness of potentiometric end point depends 
strongly both A and n： and n2 as Eq. (46) indicates. 
Thus, the minimum value of J£o for assuring reaso
nable accuracy of a redox titration depends strongly on 

and n2. For example, the sharpness index of ceri
um (M)-iron (H ) titration is 1. 2x 107 (・A = 9. 25x 
108), whereas that for permanganate-iron (I) is 2x 
109 (A=4.68x10”)，while AEa is 1.06 and 0.83v, 
respectively.

In most problems, another expression of 7] derived 
in the following is more useful than Eq.(46). Thus, 
differentiating Eq. (12), after changing variables, 
with respect to © results in

* 1
히 ~ - (冗 i+如 +1二布疋

等］ for ^<1 (48)

+ 1)(為+s)中 -- -----

Y 쑤'] for

Eliminating-^- using Eqs. (41) and (42) 
a(p

„ =丄__________ 1_________.
"9 臨:J + 为心 一© + 匚r'、) © 

and

(49)

gives

(50>

하* 甲 m火;了十刀2(8—1+0 ⑸)

Further modification can be made by using Eq. (37) 
as

刀=丄____________.___________ .
히 (P (1•一

and
„ =丄，__________ f_________

+ <P (。一1) + /、+】•)〕
For the values of © sufficiently removed 
so that I。一1|>< can be assumed, those equations 
may be approximated by

„』丄—
。心©(1—奶

(50')

⑸，) 
from unity.

(50")
and

1‘宀如忐一 1) ⑸")

It can be shown readily from Eqs. (50) and (51) that, 
the potential vs. titration fraction plot is not symmetric- 
about the equivalence point.

Inflexion Point vs. Equivalence Point

Th으 theorem of defferentials of inverse function 
applied to Eq. (19) gives

卷一으t 쑤" pgxp(纳 

4-n2)^£4-(2n22+2w1n2—nf)- Xexp(?ii+n2) 
^EH-(Ki + n2)2expn2^E—n2iA2 expw^e+nJA]/ 
(AH2exp(nj H-w2)^e + (nj + M2)expn2^£4-n]A)3 

(52) 
The inflexion point on the titration curve will occur 
when the numerator of Eq. (52) equals zero. Evide
ntly, the latter is nonzero at the equivalence point〉 

including the cases when ni=n2. As long as the infle
xion point in the vicinty of the equivalence point is 
of interest, it will be sufficient to consider the small
values of e only. For such cases, neglecting the third 
term in the parenthesis of che numerator, the appro
ximate value of the potential at the inflexion point, 
E；t may be obtained by solving the following equation:
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厶疽。(2?如+ %)9尊+ (2成+2而龍2—7普)

e(nj+“2 샤 N +^=^71；紡件应 (53)

Rearranging Eq. (53) gives
„3 1

一茶一 exp (而+%) «母=1----顽〜〔(2暗+

2?泌2—刀；)exp”的+;gexp(—吋“)] (53，)
or

孔=一了—ZT—S—In끄- + ;■—j~, \—In(仇+如)9 «2 어1+払)9
「t 2林+2〃/2—?产】 1 _ni £ilL1---- ----- e«£*-A * ( J

(53〃)

Since the second and third terms of the argument 
of logarithmic expression will be normally much 
smaller than unity, Eq. (53”) can be apporximated 
by

“二 4.6 〔° 就 1  _____ 1______
(m + 〃2)伊 g n2 ~An2i(«i+n2)tp

〔(2必2+2初”1—就七)exp*2密「XFiexpC—7"监 i)〕

(54)
Taking the first term of Eq. (54) as the zeroth order 
approximation, e； can be successively approximated. 
The first order approximation thus obtained is
芋3쁪溟 旋끄一^^卩 

(54，)

In particular, when nx=nz, the first term varnishes, 
indicating that £( is extremely small if A is sufficiently 
large. Thus, the exponential terms in Eq. (54) can 

be approximated by the power expansion up to linear 
term, which leads the equation to

网"(It” .(55)

Therefore, in the symmetric cases, the deviation of the 
inflexion point from the equivalence point is negligibly 
small as long as A is sufficiently large.

For 바cases where 如, substituting the first 
term of Eq. (54) into Eq. (19), such deviation can 
be estimated as

,1 昭/心一] 口论)
I = i+a(s) (2小 + 臨 聞 

which will be of the order of 1/A. Therefore, theor
etically, the inflexion point of the potential curv은 c츠n 
be considered to coincide with the equivalence point 
within experimental error, if A is greater than 10°. 
조』owever, in mannual potentiometric titration, graph
ical determination of the inflexion point does not 
necessarily give the true one. The error inherent to 
such procedure shall be analyzed elsewhere.
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